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	2017 Oct New SAP Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new Questions: 1.|2017 New

C_HANATEC_12 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 521Q&As Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/c-hanatec-12.html   2.|2017

New C_HANATEC_12 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNSDFiVHZpbEFuVzA?usp=sharing     QUESTION 21You are using

continuous system replication between SAP HANA systems in two separate data centers.What are the advantages of this scenario?

There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A.    The take-over happens in less than 3 minutes.B.    Database changes are

continuously updated to the secondary site.C.    The take-over only requires a roll forward since the last synchronization point.D.   

Memory and CPU are used on the secondary site for shadow processes. Answer: BC QUESTION 22By default all authentication

mechanisms are enabled, but it is possible and recommended to disable those that are not used in your environment. Which of the

following methods helps you to change default parameter?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A.    configuring the

parameter [authentication] authentication_methods in the global.ini configuration fileB.    configuring the parameter [global]

authentication_methods in the global.ini configuration fileC.    configuring the parameter [authentication] global_methods in the

global.ini configuration fileD.    configuring the parameter [authentication] authentication_methods in the authentication.ini

configuration file Answer: A QUESTION 23Which system privilege do you need to stop and start an SAP HANA databasePlease

choose the correct answer.Response: A.    MONETARY ADMINB.    LICENSE ADMINC.    SERVICE ADMIND.    SESSION

ADMIN Answer: C QUESTION 24You deleted billions of records from several tables in the SAP Hana database. However. NO

additional free space is gained in the file system for the data volume.What is the reason?Please choose the correct answer.Response:

A.    You need to restart the SAP Hana system to reclaim the data volume to free the spaceB.    you need to execute the SQL

statement alter system reclaim log to free the spaceC.    SAP Hana keeps the space for later reuseD.    SAP Hana has not triggered a

delta Merge yet Answer: C QUESTION 25You need to implement the SAP CO-PA accelerator to enable Real-time profitability

reporting from and SAP ERP system running on a non-SAP RDBMSWhat must you do to accomplish this?There are 2 correct

answers to this questionResponse: A.    install the SAP Hana JDBC client on the SAP ERP application serverB.    transport the SAP

Data Services ABAP dataflow in SAP ERPC.    create a SAP landscape transformation configurationD.    install SAP Hana as a

secondary database of the SAP ERP system Answer: CD QUESTION 26For one-step logon to the system on the PARMA host with

instance number 01 as database user MONA with the password RED, which of the following command helps?Please choose the

correct answer.Response: A.    hdbsql -n PARMA -i 1 -u MONA ? REDB.    hdbsql -n PARMA -p 1 -u MONA ? REDC.    hdbsql -i

PARMA -n 1 -u MONA ? REDD.    hdbsql -p PARMA -i 1 -u MONA ? RED Answer: A QUESTION 27What does the save point

process in SAP HANA do?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A.    It synchronizes changed data to the disaster recovery

system.B.    It frees up memory by saving non-active data to disk.C.    It saves changed data to disk at regular intervals.D.    It saves

changed data to disk when transactions are committed. Answer: C QUESTION 28In your SAP Hana database, The Automatic log

backup is enabled and the parameter log_backup_timeout_s set to 0.When a log backups still triggered?There are 2 correct answers

to this questionResponse: A.    when the log area is fullB.    when the services are restartedC.    when the log segment is fullD.   

when the Delta storage is full Answer: BC QUESTION 29When the diagnose tab will open in SAP HANA administrator overview?

There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A.    During system restart, stop/startB.    Web dispatcher is restartingC.    Sql

connection is availableD.    sapstartsrv is running Answer: AD QUESTION 30You are replicating data in real-time from a source

system to SAP HANA using System Landscape Transformation (SLT).The source system had to be restored using a point-in-time

recovery to an earlier point in time. The systems are now out of sync.How can you synchronize the systems again?Please choose the

correct answer.Response: A.    Select "Suspend" and "Resume" in the Data Provisioning dialogB.    Run the hdbnsutil program on

the command lineC.    Restart the master job using transaction LTR in the SLT systemD.    Select "Stop Replication" and

"Replicate" in the Data Provisioning dialog Answer: D   !!!RECOMMEND!!!   1.|2017 New C_HANATEC_12 Exam Dumps (PDF

& VCE) 521Q&As Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/c-hanatec-12.html   2.|2017 New C_HANATEC_12 Study Guide

Video: YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=bMmkq8g7Zgk
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